
Hive-Stat

Product Functionality
The Hive-Stat uses a tessellating hexagonal reflecting 

surfaces to minimize wasted space between modules. 

Angle control is accomplished using two linear 

actuators about a two-axis hinge using commands from 

a pre-coded solar path using the module location. The 

module is attached to the ground using expanding bolts.
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Cost Overview

The Hive-Stat group believes in the simplicity found in nature and therefore 

used biomimicry to create a unique design with seamless and 

straightforward assembly. ‘The Hive Stat’ features a hexagonal reflective 

surface, designed after a beehive, to promote optimal tessellation between 

modules. The five major subsystems of the design can be classified as 

ground mounting, structure, angle actuation, controls, and reflective surface. 

Ground mounting is accomplished by expansion bolts, inspired by the 

mechanics of tree roots, which anchor into the ground by expanding once 

established. The structure body is a hollow Aluminum pillar, designed after 

a tree trunk, which maintains a minimal footprint, causing no shading of the 

surfaces to allow the reflective surface optimal solar radiation opportunity. 

The heliostat optimizes solar energy capture by repositioning the array with 

actuators to track the sun throughout the day. In this design, angle actuation 

is accomplished by the combination of a saddle joint and two linear 

actuators, mounted onto the pillar perpendicularly. The saddle joint is 

similar to the human opposable thumb joint, allowing for simultaneous 

motion across two axes. Control of the machine is accomplished by a 

computer with pre-coded solar location data. Lastly, the hexagonal surface is 

reflective due to mirrors that are clipped onto the hexagon and adhered. The 

Hive-Stat provides a low-cost design with high optical efficiency and a 

simple installation process. Nature has already selected these design 

systems, here they are simply implemented to form a heliostat.

Reflecting Surface
• Uses six interlocking panels to form 

a hexagonal shape that can tesselate 

with neighboring heliostats

• Attached to a plastic frame by

adhesive

• A rod fits into the frame and 

connects the panel to the two-axis 

hinge
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Ground Mounting

Actuation
• Uses two linear actuators at opposite 

ends of the panel to control rotation

• Panel rotates about a two-axis hinge 

that allows full range of motion 

without interference

• Uses four expansion bolts to 

anchor base into the ground

• Bolts at each corner of pillar 

flange to provide stability in 

resisting high winds

Structure
• Design uses a hollow square pillar 

to support the reflecting surface 

and attach the actuation and 

controls components

• Flange at bottom provides wide 

base for expanding bolts to anchor 

the heliostat

• Cover at top of pillar prevents

accumulation of dust or sand in 

the hollow section

Controls
• The Sun’s path is pre-coded for the 

module’s location using astronomical 

data

• Arduino controller communicates 

with central computer and provides 

commands to actuators

• Controller box is waterproof, but 

slits at bottom provide airflow to 

prevent overheating
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